
A cure is near
On Nov 23 1991 Freddie Mercury legendary
lead singer of rock band Queen made
the following announcement Following
enormous conjecture in the press I wish to

confirm that I have been tested HIV positive
and have AIDS I felt it correct to keep this
information private in order to protect the
privacy of those around me However the
time has now come for my friends and fans
around the world to know the truth and I

hope everyone will join me my doctors and
all those worldwide in the fight against this
terrible disease Mercury died the very
next day and his death drew attention to
the global AIDS crisis and his coming out
helped to reduce prejudice as people realised
HIV could affect anyone including a figure
they idolised and respected There have been
many advancements since Mercury s days
and today HIV positive patients are living
longer healthier lives Even better is news
that scientists are getting closer to achieving
a preventive vaccine

A study published in Science Express
recently reports that researchers have
traced in detail how certain powerful HIV
neutralising antibodies evolve a finding that
generates vital clues to guide the design of
a preventive HIV vaccine The discoveries
were made by a team led by the Vaccine
Research Centre VRC at the National
Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases
NIAID part of the National Institutes of
Health in the US The new findings build
on last year s discovery reported by VRC
scientists of three HIV antibodies two of

which could stop more than 90 of known
global HIV strains from infecting human
cells in the laboratory The new research
has far reaching implications for vaccine
development
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